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Progress in genomics affects electroanalysis

LOW  DENSITY CHIPS

Many areas of science are influenced by the fast 
development of the genomics and by the success of the 
Human Genome Project. 

Classical sequencing of individual human genomes with 
3x109 base pairs is too difficult.

Sequencing by DNA hybridization is gaining importance

Relatively expensive DNA hybridization ARRAYS with 
optical detection are currently applied in research labs
It is believed that electrochemistry can complement the 
optical detection providing new LESS EXPENSIVE
hybridization detection for decentralized DNA analysis
in many areas of practical life



Double-surface technique
Few years ago we proposed a new technique in which (in difference to previous techniques) DNA 
hybridization is separated from electrochemical detection. Optimum properties of the 
hybridization surface (H) and the detection electrode (DE) are not identical. We used magnetic
beads optimized for hybridization as surface H and chose optimum DE for the given electrode 
process.

With spherical magnetic beads non-specific binding of NAs is minimized. 20 microL of the bead suspension 
gives 3 to 7 cm2 area. Beads can be incorporated into microfluidic systems and chips

With single-surface 
techniques analysis of long 
DNA target molecules and in 
large excess of 
noncomplementary DNA
may be difficult



Electrochemical sensors/detectors for DNA hybridization
Single-Surface Technologies:

COVALENTLY BOUND LABEL
ENZYME, etc.

A Heeger

J K Barton

Surface-attached molecular beacons

In the last decade nucleic acid electrochemistry was oriented predominantly to DNA 
sensors for (a) DNA hybridization and (b) DNA damage. 
This trend has been accompanied not only by interesting discoveries but also by a number 
of poor papers lacking the necessary control experiments,claiming sequence detection
without PCR amplification but using synthetic oligos as target DNA, etc.



Electrochemical sensors for DNA hybridization
At present both single- and double-surface techniques can be 
used for DNA sequencing of longer oligonucleotides and PCR 
products.

Electrochemical detection of point mutations is also possible.

Optimization of the procedures are now necessary to develop 
commercially successful devices.

Challenges:
1) Sequencing eukaryotic DNA without amplification (by PCR).
Great sensitivity and specificity of the analysis is required

2) Development of electrochemical sensors for DNA-protein 
protein-protein interactions for proteomics and biomedicine



The results of the DNA electrochemistry studies and 
development of the electrochemical DNA hybridization 
sensors in the last decade suggest that these sensors can 
complement DNA sensors with optical detection

How and when the DNA electrochemistry begun?



After February 1948 life in Czechoslovakia was 
increasingly affected by the stalinist ideology and heavily 
controlled by the Party and Government.

Many scientists and scholars were fired from Universities
but some of them got employment in the Institutes of the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences established in 1952. 
This was possible particularly at the Institutes whose 
Directors were influential Party members but serious 
scientists. 

Science in Czechoslovakia after the IInd World War 



Chemistry and Biochemistry of Proteins and Nucleic Acids

Institute of Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry/

Director: F. Šorm

Institute of Biophysics, Brno
Director: F. Hercík

Founded in 1955 for radiobiological research it gradually turned into 
an institute devoted mainly to DNA 

For a long time we received 50 - 100 US $ for materials/chemicals 
per year and Department. The orders of materials from the West 
had to  be  planned 1-2 years ahead

Taking part in meetings in western countries was difficult not only 
because of currency problems

B. Keil, B. Meloun, O. Mikes, J. Doskocil, D. Grunberger, A. Holy,
I. Rychlík, J. Ríman, J. Sponar, V. Paces, Z. Sormová, S. Zadrazil

For many years Czech scientists were efficiently isolated from the West
In this respect the situation in Brno was much worse than in Prague

PRAHA/PRAGUE



OSCILLOGRAPHIC POLAROGRAPHY
At controlled alternating current (constant current chronopotentiometry)
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compounds with Hg

LITERATURE in 1958: Adenine is polarographically reducible at strongly acid pH 
while other NA bases as well as DNA are inactive

J.N.Davidson and E.Chargraff: The Nucleic Acids, Vol. 1, Academic Press, New York 1955

Palecek E.: Oszillographiche Polarographie der Nucleinsauren und ihrer Bestandteile; Naturwiss. 45 (1958), 186
Palecek E.: Oscillographic polarography of highly polymerized deoxyribonucleic acid; Nature 188 (1960), 656



1958: Nucleic acid bases, DNA and RNA are electroactive

50 years of nucleic acid electrochemistry

...part of the guanine ring important for the anodic signal is near to the surface
whereas the the analogous part of cytosine is hidden inside the DNA double helix
participating in the hydrogen bonding....  (showing a cathodic signal in ssDNA 
but not in dsDNA) 
E. Palecek, Nature 188 (1960) 656-657

E. Palecek, Fifty years of nucleic acid electrochemistry, Electroanalysis 2009, in press





J Heyrovsky  S Ochoa   A Kornberg

J. Heyrovsky invented
POLAROGRAPHY in 1922.
After 37 years he was awarded
a Nobel Prize

Nobel Prizes 1959

In difference to most of the electrochemists I met 
in the 1960‘s and 1970‘s, J Heyrovsky was interested 
in nucleic acids and he greatly stimulated my  polarographic 
studies of DNA





J M at the 40th Anniversary of the 
Discovery of the DNA Double Helix

In 1960 when I  published my NATURE  paper 
on electrochemistry of DNA I obtained invitations 
from 3 emminent US scientists:
J. Marmur - Harvard Univ.
L. Grossman - Brandeis Univ.
J. Fresco - Princeton Univ.
To work in their laboratories as a postdoc

In 1960 new techniques were sought to study DNA
Denaturation and Renaturation. To those working with 
DNA Oscillographic Polarography (OP) appeared as a 
very attractive tool. Invented by J. Heyrovsky, it was fast 
and simple, showing large differences between the signals 
of native and denatured DNA. The instrument for OP was 
produced only in Czechoslovakia.

I accepted the invitation by Julius Marmur but for more 
than two years I was not allowed to leave Czechoslovakia.
In the meantime JM moved from Harvard to Brandeis Univ.
By the end of November 1962 I finally got my exit visa and 
with Heyrovsky Letter of Reccommendation in my pocket
I went to the plane just 24 hours before expiration of my 
US visa. Before my departure I sent my OP instrument by 
air to Boston. It arrived after 9 months completely broken. I
nstead of OP I had to use ultracentrifuges  and 
microbiological methods. 

oscilak

Julius Marmur discovered DNA 
Renaturation/Hybridization and 
proposed (in JMB) a new method of 
DNA isolation which was widely applied. 
His paper was quoted > 9000x.

At the end of my stay at Brandeis I did some 
OP experiments  which I finished in Brno 
and published in J. Mol. Biol. in 1965 and 1966.
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DNA Premelting and Polymorphy of the DNA Double Helix

B. sublilis and B. brevis DNAs have the same 
G+C content and different nucleotide sequence 

B. subtilis
B. brevis

J. Mol. Biol.
20 (1966) 263-281

Before my departure to the US I observed 
Changes in the polarographic behavior of 
DNA far below the denaturation 
temperature. These changes were 
later called DNA Premelting

POLAROGRAPHIC BEHAVIOR OF dsDNA
At roomand premeltig temperaturse depended on
DNA nucleotide SEQUENCE

1976

What the people said:
Before 1980
No doubt that this electrochemistry 
must produce artifacts because we know
well that the DNA double helix has 

a unique structure INDEPENDENT 
of the nucleotide SEQUENCE

After 1980
Is not it strange that such an obscure technique
can recognize POLYMORPHY 
OF THE DNA DOUBLE HELIX?

What the people said

Meeting F. Crick in Copenhagen 
and Arhus, 1977 (B. Clark)



RENATURATION OF RNA 
AS DETECTED BY DPP
Time dependence



Firsts in Electrochemistry of Nucleic Acids during the initial three decades

1958 DNA and RNA and all free bases are electrotractive 
1960-61 assignment of DNA electrochemical signals to bases, relation between the DNA structure
and electrochemical responses
1961 adsorption (ac impedance) studies of DNA (IR Miller, Rehovot)
1962-66 DNA premelting, denaturation, renaturation/hybridization detected electrochemically, 
traces of single stranded DNA determined in native dsDNA. Nucleotide sequence affects dsDNA 
responses 
1965 Association of bases at the electrode surface (V. Vetterl)
1966 application of pulse polarography to DNA studies
1967 detection of DNA damage
1967-68 Weak interactions of low m.w. compounds with DNA (P.J. Hilsson, M.J. Simons, Harrow, UK  
and H. Berg, Jena)
1974 DNA is unwound at the electrode surface under certain conditions (EP and H.W. Nürnberg, 
Jülich, independently)
1976 Evidence for polymorphy of the DNA double-helical structure

For two decades only mercury electrodes were used in NA electrochemistry

1978 Solid (carbon) electrodes introduced in nucleic acid research (V. Brabec and G. Dryhurst, 
Norman)
1980 Determination of bases at nanomolar concentrations by cathodic stripping
1981-83 Electroactive markers covalently bound to DNA
1986-88 DNA-modified electrodes

Results obtained at: IBP, Brno or elsewhere (author’s name is given); the results which have been 
utilized in the DNA sensor development are in blue



Elektrochemie nukleových kyselin
není omezena jen na sensory.
Může se zabývat např.

- strukturními přechody DNA 
(a) v roztoku
(b) na elektrodě

- adsorpcí DNA na elektricky nabitých
površích

- interakcemi DNA
(a) s nízkomolekulárními látkami
včetně mutagenních látek
(b) s bílkovinami (včetně enzymů
(c) s jinými makromolekulami

- stanovením DNA v roztocích

- elektrickými vlastnostmi DNA (např. 
vodivost) atd.

S jakými DNA v současnosti zpravidla pracujeme:





In 1986 we proposed Adsorptive Transfer Stripping Voltammetry (AdTSV) based on easy preparation of 
DNA-modified electrodes
AdTSV has many advatages over conventional voltammetry of NAs:
1) Volumes of the analyte can be reduced to few microliters
2) NAs can be immobilized at the electrode surface from media not suitable for the voltammetric analysis
3) Low m.w. compounds (interfering with conventional electrochemical analysis of NAs) can be washed 
away
4) Interactions of NAs immobilized at the surface with proteins and other substances in solution and 
influence of the surface charge on NA properties and interactions can be studied, etc.

ADSORPTIVE STRIPPING

NA is in the electrolytic cell and accumulates 
at the electrode surface during waiting

ADSORPTIVE TRANSFER STRIPPING

NA is attached to the electrode 
from a small drop of solution 
(3-10 ⎧l)

NA is at the electrode but the 
electrolytic cell contains only blank 
electrolyte



We developed methods of chemical 
probing of the DNA structure based 
on osmium tetroxide complexes 
(Os,L). Some of the Os,L complexes 
react with single-stranded DNA but 
not with the double-stranded B-DNA. 

These methods yielded information about the 
distorted and single-stranded regions in the DNA 
double helix at single-nucleotide resolution. DNA 
probed both in vitro  and directly in cells.

Probing of DNA structure with osmium tetroxide complexes

In the beginning of the 1980‘s Os,L complexes 
were the first electroactive labels covalently 
bound to DNA. These complexes produced 
catalytic signals at Hg electrodes allowing 
determination of DNA at subnanomolar 
concentrations
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END-LABELING of DNA and RNA
Electroactive labels such as  ferrocene, daunomycin, viologen, thionine, etc. were 
covalently bound to DNA to obtain electrochemical signals closer to zero charge and/or to 
increase the sensitivity of the analysis. These labels are expensive and can hardly be used 
for labeling of longer NAs, such as plasmid or chromosomal DNAs. 

Already in 1981 we proposed osmium tetroxide complexes with nitrogeneous ligands 
(OsVIII,L) as DNA electroactive labels. They can be introduced in any DNA in an average 
biochemical or biological laboratory without any special equipment. DNA-OsVIII,L adducts 
produce redox signals at mercury, amalgam, carbon and gold electrodes; in addition, 
electrocatalytic signals can be  obtained at mercury and amalgam electrodes. Multiple 
labels can be easily introduced.

T T T TT
Os OsOsOsOs

specific sequence

With six-valent Os(VI)L ribose residue 
can be modified

Trefulka, M., et al. (2007): Covalent labeling of nucleosides, RNA and DNA with 
VIII- and VI-valent osmium complexes. Electroanalysis 19 (No.12) 1281-1287.



AdTS SWVof (GAA)7T50 (460 nM)  
modified by 2 mM OsO4 bipy 0.2 M 
acetate buffer pH 5.0 

AdTS CVof CT ss DNA (20 ⎧g/ml) 
modified by 2 mM OsO4 bipy, electrolyte
0.3 M ammoniumformate and 0.05 M sodium 
phosphate ,pH 6.90

⎨ = 2.56 V/s

⎨ = 0.08 V/s

mercury amalgam
carbon

AdTS DPV CT ss DNA modified by 2 mM
OsO4 bipy, electrolyte: 0.1M acetate buffer 
pH 4.8
.

Fojta M., Havran L., Kizek R., Billová S., Paleček E. 
Biosensors & Bioelectronics  20 (5): 985-994  2004

L. Havran, M. Fojta, E. Palecek, 
Bioelectrochemistry 63:239 (2004).

Palecek E., Scheller F., Wang J., Eds. Electrochemistry of nucleic acids and 
proteins.. Towards electrochemical sensors for genomics and proteomics.; 
Elsevier: Amsterdam,  2005

B. Yosypchuk, M. Fojta, L. Havran, M. Heyrovsky, E. Palecek,
Electroanalysis 18:186 (2006).

End-labeling of DNA with OsVIII,L

Palecek, E., et al.. (2002). Electrochemical enzyme-linked 
immunoassay in a DNA hybridization sensor. 
Anal. Chim. Acta 469,73-83

Large number of papers since 1981
reviewed in E. Palecek, Meth. Enzymol.
212 (1992) 139

Catalytic hydrogen evolution

We generated mononoclonal antibodies against
DNAbase-Os(VIII)bipy and recently also 
against RNAsugar-Os(VI)bipy



Reactions of different Os(VIII)L complexes with DNA
yield peaks at different potentials

Fojta, M.,  et al. (2007): „Multicolor“ electrochemical labeling of DNA hybridization 
probes with osmium tetroxide complexes. Anal. Chem. 79, 1022-1029

Carbon electrodes



IFFY stories

On this day 50 years ago, Watson and Crick published their double-helix theory. But, what if... 
By Steve Mirsky (2003)

“I am now astonished that I began work on the triple helix structure, rather than on the 
double helix,” wrote Linus Pauling in the April 26, 1974 issue of Nature.

In February 1953, Pauling proposed a triple helix structure for DNA in the Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS). He had been working with only a few blurry X-
ray crystallographic images from the 1930s and one from 1947.

If history´s helix had turned slightly differently, however, perhaps the following timeline 
might be more than mere musing...

August 15, 1952: Linus Pauling (finally allowed to travel to England by a US State 
Department that thinks the words “chemist” and “communist” are too close for comfort) 
visits King´s  College London and sees Rosalind Franklin´s X-ray crystallographs. He 
immediately rules out a triple helical structure for DNA and concentrates on determining 
the nature of what is undoubtedly a double helix.

February 1953: Pauling and Corey describes the DNA double helix structure in PNAS .....



Triple helix 
with bases on the outside and 
sugar-phosphate backbone in 
the interior of the molecule 

My IFFY story:
If L. PAULING had in his lab an 
oscillopolarograph in 1952 he would never 
proposed this structure. Polarography clearly 
showed that bases must be hidden in the 
interior of native DNA molecule and become 
accessible when DNA is denatured
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SUMMARY
Electroactivity of nucleic acids was discovered about 50 years ago 
Reduction of bases at Hg electrodes is particularly sensitive to
changes in DNA structure. The course of DNA and RNA 
denaturation and renaturation can easily traced by electrochemical 
methods. Nucleic acids can be labeled; osmium complexes were the
first electroactive labels covalently bound to DNA. At present Os 
labels are perhaps  the most sensitive DNA end-labels.

DNA-modified electrodes can be easily prepared; 
microL volumes of DNA are sufficient of its analysis but 
miniaturization of electrodes decreases these volumes to nL. 
Sensitivity of the analysis has greatly increased in recent years. 

At present electrochemistry of nucleic acids is a booming field,
particularly because it is expected that sensors for DNA 
hybridization and for DNA damage will become important tools in 
biomedicine and other regions of practical life in the 21st century
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Chemie, struktura a interakce nukleových kyselin

Fyzikální vlastnosti a izolace DNA

Denaturace, renaturace a hybridizace DNA

Biosyntetické polynukleotidy



V posledních letech jsou k dispozici 
komerčně dostupné kolonky využívající
imobilizaci DNA na pevném podkladu. 
K separaci DNA jsou rovněž používány 
magnetické kuličky (magnetic beads)



pokrač. 29.10.08/předn. 4
demo: textbooks+monographic series









Characterize your DNA sample:
ds x ss, circular x linear
circular: nicked, oc; covalently closed, cc, cd

linear: cohesive or blunt ends
number of base pairs, 

purity: protein, RNA .... content
analytical methods



Denaturation x degradation
aggregation

renaturation/hybridization
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DNA DENATURATION and 
RENATURATION/HYBRIDIZATION

J. Marmur and P. Doty





DNA renaturation/reassociation depends on the concentration of the DNA molecules and the time 
allowed for reassociation. Often imperfect matches may be formed which must again dissociate to 
allow the strands to align correctly. C0t value of DNA is defined as the initial concentration C0 in 
moles nucleotides per Litre multiplied by time t in seconds. C0t reflects complexity of DNA. 
Methods: S1, hydroxyapatite - dsDNA binds more strongly



Syntetické oligonukleotidy
Dr. L. Havran, 

Biosyntetické polynukleotidy



Důležité modely vlivu 
sekvence nukleotidů
na vlastností DNA

nukleosid-difosfáty
nevyžaduje primer ani matrici

nukleosid-trifosfáty



poly(A)
poly(rC)
poly(dG)
poly(U)
poly(rT)






